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ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the issue of producing localized tactile stimuli
on a transparent surface. An approach based on time reversal of
acoustic waves is presented and implemented on a thin glass sur-
face actuated by piezoelectric transducers located at the periphery.
The physical performance measurement, completed by a user study
demonstrates the ability to provide localised and perceivable tactile
stimulation.

Index Terms: H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]:
User Interfaces—Haptic I/O

1 INTRODUCTION

Tactile feedback is an important component of interaction design
research [13, 10]. Feedback provided through multiple sensory
channels can increase task performance, for example in the con-
text of interaction with mobile devices, or more generally, enhance
usability [16, 3, 17]. In such applications, stimulating the fingertip
through a transparent surface has special importance.

Several approaches have been proposed to elicit tactile sensa-
tions from a transparent medium, beyond simply vibrating the front
plate or the whole case of a device. When it comes to textures
or small tactile variations experienced while sliding a finger on a
smooth surface, non-linear acoustic pumping is able modulate fric-
tion by vibrating the surface at ultrasonic frequencies to create an
air film between the surface and the finger [7, 12, 2, 4, 21]. Electro-
vibration takes advantage of electrostatic forces to attract the finger
toward the surface, resulting in an increase of friction [14, 18, 1].
Of course, the whole surface can be vibrated, provided that the po-
sition of the finger be accurately known with a resolution commen-
surate with the size of the details to be rendered [22], which trades
off actuation complexity for sensing complexity.

These techniques do not lend themselves naturally to produc-
ing localized stimuli, let alone stimulating multiple fingers indepen-
dently, unless special precautions are used, such as the use of multi-
ples electrodes for electrovibration [19], reducing an already weak
effect, or producing patterns of constructive or destructive wave in-
terferences for acoustic pumping [11], an approach that offers only
limited options.

We previously demonstrated that the computational time reversal
of acoustic waves was a viable approach to achieve localized tac-
tile stimulation in a transparent medium [8]. With this technique,
transducers located at the periphery of a stretched membrane pro-
duced flexural waves that propagated to interfere constructively, at
a given time and at a given place, to produce localized mechanical
deformation.
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In the reference [8], we analysed from first principles the condi-
tions under which computational time reversal could be applied to
tactile stimulation. We also exemplified this technique in the case
of a stretched BoPET membrane (biaxially-oriented polyethylene
terephthalate). In this application, using a membrane as a propaga-
tion medium is quite demonstrative but it is not practical, owing to
the drift in wave propagation velocity in the face of small mechan-
ical and thermal instabilities. In the present article, we describe the
application of time reversal to a cavity made of an ordinary sheet of
glass, consumer-electronics-grade piezoelectric actuators, and sim-
plified signal processing. Collectively, these improvements yield
a system demonstrating much greater practically. We then show
by a simple detection and discrimination study that this simplified
equipment can elicit an easily detectable tactile sensation localized
within a 1 cm2 region.

2 OPERATION PRINCIPLE AND REALIZATION

2.1 Brief Recall of the Time Reversal of a Wave Field
For the sake of exposition, consider first a reverberant cavity with
no attenuation. The wave propagation equation, ∂ 2u/∂ t2 = c2∇2u,
with u denoting material displacement, and t denoting time, in-
volves even-order time derivatives only. The solutions, φ(x, t), of a
given propagation problem, including its initial and boundary con-
ditions, are thus symmetrical, that is, φ(r, t) = φ(r,−t). Since the
time-reversed, or time-symmetric field, φ(r,−t) is a solution of the
same problem, it propagates as time grows until reaching the initial
condition at time t = 0. If this initial condition is an impulse force
exerted at some point of the domain, the direct solution φ(r, t) is a
diverging wave-front while the time reversed one would be a con-
verging wave-front. The energy that propagated from a point to the
whole volume can be back-propagated to its initial point.

At first sight, the creation of a time-reversed wave-front seems
to require an entire direct solution record at every point of the do-
main. In particular, intuitively, such process would also require a
very large collection of transducers able to sample space sufficiently
finely. Surprisingly, such is not the case. The Fresnel-Kirchhoff
integral theorem states that a wave field inside a volume can be
entirely retrieved from the value of the solution and from that of
its first derivative on a surface enclosing it. In fact, it is possible
to use a finite set of transducers on the boundary of a domain to
record the direct field and then to reconstruct an approximation of
the same time-reversed field. This insight is behind the fundamen-
tal principle of the computational time-reversal of an acoustic field,
as initially described by Fink and collaborators [6, 23].

Accounting for reflections of waves at the boundaries of the do-
main leads to the notion of virtual sources and sinks, just like the
reflection of light on a mirror leads to the notion of virtual sources.
With properly designed cavities, it is possible to reduce the num-
ber of transducers down to a single one to achieve the approximate
reconstruction of a field by computational time-reversal [5]. This
reduction comes with a tradeoff, however. The number of useful
virtual transducers is related to the number of wave reflections on
the boundaries the domain, and by consequence to the duration, T ,
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of the recorded signal of the direct field.
Generally speaking, the quality of the focusing process can be

quantified with reference to an ideal delta function. An important
measure of quality is the contrast ratio, C, the ratio of the amplitude
reached at the focused point over the RMS value of displacement
elsewhere. The contrast ratio in general increases with the number
of transducers, N, either real or virtual. It is also a function of the
recording time, T , but up to a limit. Beyond a given time, Tc, char-
acteristic of a particular cavity, new information brought about by
additional virtual transducers becomes redundant and the contrast
ratio tappers off.

The characteristic time is equal to the inverse of the average dif-
ference of the frequencies of consecutive modes, that is, it is related
to the modal density of the cavity Tc = 1/∆ f . A further limit to
contrast enhancement when T becomes greater than the attenuation
characteristic time, τ , beyond which no new information is added.
The amount of information contained per unit duration of signal is
also related to its bandwidth, B. Previously cited references show
that in a 2D cavity, the contrast ratio obeys

C '
√

BNT , (1)

as long as NT � Tc and T � τ , while the amplitude at focused
point Upeak obeys,

Upeak ∝ BNT, (2)

as long as T � τ .
The reader is referred to [8] for more details regarding the var-

ious engineering tradeoffs needed to achieve computational time-
reversal for use in tactile stimulation.

3 PHYSICAL REALIZATION

3.1 Mechanical design
We used a rectangular glass sheet of dimensions 63× 102 mm2

and thickness 0.2 mm. Its edges sides were bonded to a rigid sup-
porting frame. The optimal thickness of piezoelectric transduc-
ers, when used to actuate a glass plate is 1/4 of the plate thick-
ness [9]. The diameter of the transducers limit the shortest us-
able wavelength. The selected transducers were eight piezoelec-
tric diaphragm (Murata 7BB-12-9) with a diameter of 12 mm and
a thickness of 0.120 mm. Their bottom electrode layers were elec-
trically grounded and bonded with epoxy resin to the glass surface
at a distance d ' 5 mm of sides and with a distribution depicted in
fig. 1. An uneven distribution of transducers aims at avoiding sym-
metries that would give correlated waveforms. The first resonance
frequency of the device was f0 = 170 Hz. The attenuation time,
τ = 3 ms, was found by fitting a decreasing exponential on the en-
velope of an impulse response. The characteristic time, Tc = 10 ms,
was calculated in the same way as in [8]. The sampling frequency
was Fs = 50 kHz, giving a bandwidth B = 25 kHz.

63 mm
102 mm

18 mm

Figure 1: Geometrical parameters of the experimental setup. The
double circles represent the 12 mm actuators. The dots indicate the
re-focusing positions used in the perceptual validation described in
Section 4.
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Figure 2: Procedure followed to focus waves at a point j. Impulse
responses are computed and processed individually for each actu-
ators. During the focusing step, corresponding voltages are applied
simultaneously to all actuators.

3.2 Signal acquisition and processing
The first step of a time reversal process is to record the direct prop-
agation field. Since the aim is to create a localised tactile feedback,
the appropriate direct field is the response to a point displacement.

The propagation equation is linear, therefore any shape can be
created on the surface by summing the weighted contributions of
responses at individual points. It is therefore sufficient to record the
impulse responses, hi j(t), between each pair of points, j, and trans-
ducers, i. The reciprocity principle can be advantageously applied
to ease the recording step. This principle states that the electric po-
tential obtained across the electrodes of any transducer, i, resulting
from the displacement of any point, j, is identical to the displace-
ment measured at point j once an impulse of potential is applied
to transducer i. Therefore, there is no need to stimulate the surface
with a hard-to-achieve displacement impulses in order to record the
responses at the transducer locations, but rather to apply voltage
impulses to the actuators, which is easy, and to record the displace-
ment at point j. Since piezoelectric transducers play the role of
actuators both for recording and for reproduction, the driving elec-
tronics is greatly simplified, and the need to create calibrated and re-
peatable mechanical impulses at locations of the surface is avoided.

However, since the voltage impulses ought to be brief to increase
signal bandwidth, the energy injected in the plate is low, causing a
noisy measurement. To avoid this issue, the input voltage, Vi(t),
was replaced by a pulse of white noise. By recording the displace-
ment, U j(t), of the surface, the impulse response hi j(t) can be com-
puted from its definition,

hi j(t) = FT−1 [Hi j(ω)
]
= FT−1

[
Û j(ω)

V̂i(ω)

]
, (3)

where Hi j(ω), Û j(ω) and V̂i(ω) denotes the Fourier transform of
hi j(t), U j(t) and Vi(t) respectively and FT−1 is the inverse Fourier
transform operation. This operation is repeated for each transducer
and each point of the surface. The time reversal operation then
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Figure 3: Setup picture. The laser vibrometer is mounted on a three-
axis motorised table to measure the surface displacement of the de-
vice at a given position.

consists on sending to each actuator, i, the time reversed signal
hi j(T − t) corresponding to the point, j.

Lastly, it has been shown that the signal phase is the most impor-
tant parameter to achieve good focusing [15], to the point that am-
plitude information can be compressed to just the sign of the signal,
that is, to just one level of quantification. Thus, single-bit driving
electronics suffice and since the result is not sensitive to dc compo-
nent, the need for a bipolar power supply can also be avoided. As
an added bonus, the square driving signal injects more energy into
the plate than an amplitude modulated signal, leading to a higher
peak amplitude for the same contrast ratio. The voltage applied to
actuator i in order to re-focus at point j is thus given by

Vi j(t) =
1
2

Vpp
(
1+ sign

(
hi j(T − t)

))
, (4)

where Vpp is the peak-to-peak voltage.
To achieve the focusing at a point j, voltages Vi j(t) are applied

simultaneously to each actuators i. Figure 2 summarize this acqui-
sition and focusing procedure.

3.3 Physical Validation
The performance in terms of peak spatial spread and amplitude are
reported in this section. Two cases were considered according to
whether or not a finger touched the surface.

3.3.1 Unloaded Performance
In a first test, the duration of the time reversal window was set to
T = 2 ms and the peak-to-peak voltage to Vpp = 24 V. A laser vi-
brometer (Polytec OFV 534) mounted on a three-axis motorised

table was moved across the surface, by steps of 2 mm. Figure 3
illustrates the vibrometer pointing a laser beam at the surface.

The same focusing operation was performed at each position
while the actuator driving voltage and the point displacement, inte-
grated from velocity, were recorded at a sampling rate of 100 kHz.
The driving voltage was the same for all focusing operations. Its on-
set served as a reference from which the vibrometer signal could be
synchronised. Owing to the good repeatability of the process, a re-
construction of the experimental focusing could be performed. Fig-
ure 4 shows the reconstructed displacement of the surface at time
T = 2 ms at which the focusing occurs. The focus point is clearly
visible with an amplitude of 12 µm and a diameter about 10 mm.

12

Figure 4: Experimental out of plane displacement at focus time for a
driving voltage amplitude Vpp = 24 V.

The measurements, see fig. 5, show the proportionality of the
amplitude, Upeak, reached at the focus point to the driving volt-
age, Vpp. In this configuration and for T = 2 ms, the gain was
G = Upeak/Vpp ' 0.5 µm/V. At the maximum operating voltage,
V max

pp = 54 V, which is close to the transducers admissible voltage,
the amplitude at the focus point was Umax

peak = 28 µm. The contrast
ratio, however, was not affected by the driving voltage, since peak
and background noise amplitude were affected equally. For this set-
up and for T = 2 ms, the measured contrast ratio was C ' 15 for
only eight actuators.

unloaded

Fn = 0.05 N

Fn = 0.20 N

Figure 5: Displacement measurements as a function of the driving
voltage amplitude Vpp. Amplitude shown in the absence of finger con-
tact (circles), pressing at 0.05 N (squares) and at 0.20 N (diamonds).
For Vpp = 30 V,a displacement of 5 to 10 µm is obtained according to
the finger contact force. Achieving a diplacement of 10 µm requires
a driving voltage amplitude between 30 and 55V.
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Laser vibrometer

Scale tray

45° mirror

Figure 6: Set up for the measurement of finger normal force and
plate displacement under the finger. The vibrometer laser beam is
deflected by the mirror and reflected on the bottom side of the glass
plate.

3.3.2 Finger Loaded Performance

Touching the active surface muffled some of the vibration and ac-
tual displacement of the finger pulp was thus smaller than the un-
loaded response. Therefore, we proceeded in measuring the finger-
loaded response.

The attenuation factor was expected to be dependent on finger
impedance and contact area [8]. The plate displacement was mea-
sured by pointing the vibrometer beam on the bottom side of the
plate, while the finger pressed the plate at the same position on the
opposite side. The entire assembly was set on a precision scale, see
fig. 6.

Figure 7 shows the displacement measured with the loaded and
unloaded plate at the focused point and away from it for a loading
force F = 200 mN. From this figure we can see that the displace-
ment is reduced by a factor three when the plate is loaded by a finger
and that this reduction factor affects the peak amplitude as well as
the background noise in similar proportions. The contrast ratio is
therefore not affected by the presence of a finger.

dc

a b

20 ms

12
 µ

m

Figure 7: Displacement obtained for Vpp = 24 V and T = 2 ms at fo-
cused point in the absence(a)/presence(b) of a finger and at a point
away from focusing in the absence(c)/presence(d) of a finger press-
ing at F = 0.2 N.

This measurement was repeated for various driving voltage am-
plitudes and for load forces of Fn = 0.05 N and Fn = 0.20 N.

These values were considered to be in the reasonable range of
tactile exploration. The results are seen on fig. 5. This figure shows
that, loaded or not, the plate displacement is proportional to the
driving voltage amplitude. Thus, there is also proportionality be-
tween the displacement reached when exerting a constant normal
force and the displacement in the absence of finger contact. This
proportionality factor is however dependent on the force applied
and is approximately Uloaded/Uunloaded = R = 0.3 for a 0.2 N load

and R = 0.5 for 0.05 N load. This means that the presence of a fin-
ger induces both an attenuation of the amplitude and a dependence
of this amplitude with respect to the load force.

4 PERCEPTUAL VALIDATION

Two testing procedures were carried to demonstrate the ability of
the device to produce noticeable and localised tactile feedback, a
detection task to determine whether there was a threshold at which
stimulation could be felt and a discrimination task to determine at
which distance two nearby stimulation regions could be separated.

4.1 Intensity Threshold
A wide variety of parameters could influence stimulus detection.
Such parameters include its duration, the repetition frequency, the
temporal modulation and so on. We investigated the simplest case,
namely, the effect of amplitude since amplitude is the natural con-
trol parameter of the device. The detectability of a stimulus can
be quantified by determining the threshold value above which ob-
servers can detect the stimulus more than 50 percent of its occur-
rences. We used the method of constant stimuli in an attempt to de-
termine the psychometric function between the probability of stim-
ulus detection and the corresponding driving voltage amplitude Vpp.

4.1.1 Stimuli, Participants, and Procedure
The stimuli were produced by focusing the waves at position known
to the observers at a rate of 150 Hz during five seconds. The
time window of time reversal was T = 2 ms. The amplitude was
changed in each trial by selecting it randomly among six uniformly
distributed values ranging from 6 V to 51 V. Seven volunteers,
three female and four male, aged 22 to 30 participated in the study.
One hundred of these stimuli were presented to each participant
and their responses, stimulus/no-stimulus, were recorded. They re-
ceived no directions as to how to touch the surface and they were
allowed to move their finger in the vicinity of the point. They wore
isolating headphones playing white noise during the whole duration
of the task .

4.1.2 Results
The probability of detection of a stimulus was calculated for each
participant and each driving voltage amplitude. This probability is,
at a given stimuli amplitude, the ratio of the number of detected
stimuli over the number of presented stimuli. The dots and the ver-
tical bars on fig. 8 show the average and standard deviation of de-
tection probability over all participants. The continuous line shows
the fitted psychometric function f (x) = 1

2
[
1+ erf

(
(x− t)s/

√
π
)]

where s is the function slope at threshold value t. As expected,
the detection probability increased with driving voltage amplitude.
It reached 0.85, indicating an high rate of detection of the stimuli.
The detection threshold can be estimated to be at V th

pp = 32 V.

4.1.3 Discussion
The actual displacement was not measured during this experiment.
Figure 7, however, allows us to estimate the displacement to be
between 5 and 10 µm.

This detection threshold might seem quite high when compared
to literature values for detection threshold of vibrotactile stim-
uli [20]. This is likely to come from the very short duration of the
impulse. Indeed, the maximum frequency used to build the inter-
ference is fmax = 25 kHz which implies that the impulse duration is
Ti = 1/25000 = 40 µs. Because of this frequency range and the im-
pulsive nature of the stimuli, comparison with detection threshold
of sinusoidal vibrotactile stimuli does not seem appropriate.

Such frequencies indeed fall well above vibrotactile sensibility
range and should at first sight prevent the impulse from being felt.
One hypothesis, that requires further investigations, would be that
the high acceleration resulting from the briefness of the impulse,
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Vpp
th

Figure 8: Probability of detection of a focused point for various driving
voltage amplitudes

induces some non linear effects, such as skin/plate separation, lead-
ing to a finger skin deformation much longer than the actual stimuli
duration.

The large standard deviation seen on these results denotes a sig-
nificant spread in sensitivity among the participants. This effect
can be explained by the device’s sensitivity to forces exerted by
the users during exploration. Figure 5 shows that a driving volt-
age between 30 and 55 Volts is needed to achieve a 10 µm with
a finger-loaded plate and that this figure can vary according to the
force applied.

Assuming that this dependence comes from the change in finger
impedance with changing load force, the simplified model of inter-
action between the plate vibrations and the finger proposed in [8]
can be invoked. According to this model, the ratio, R, of loaded
by unloaded displacements is R = 2ZS/(ZF + 2ZS), where ZS and
ZF are the surface and finger impedance. The rate of change of
R with respect to changes in finger impedance is then dR/dZF =
−2ZS/(2ZS +ZF )

2. Consequently, increasing the impedance of the
surface, ZS, would increase R and also reduce its sensitivity with
regard to the finger impedance. With an larger surface impedance,
the finger displacement would be kept more constant with respect
to possible perturbations. The price to pay would be a higher power
consumption.

The fact that the detection probability of 1.0 was not achieved in-
dicates that the amplitude provided by the device could be increased
to facilitate the detection either by increasing unloaded plate peak
displacement or the transmission ratio R.

4.2 Separable Distance
The focal spot produced by a time reversal process has a finite size,
given by the diffraction limit which is therefore related to the signal
bandwidth, leading to a finite display resolution. Here we aimed
at measuring the minimum distance between stimuli so that they
could be separated.

4.2.1 Stimuli, Participants, and Procedure
Seven points, depicted in fig. 1, were uniformly distributed along a
line with a 3 mm spacing. Point one was systematically focused al-
ternatively, either with itself or with one elected among the six other
possibilities. The driving voltage was Vpp = 51 V. Again, a constant
stimulus method was employed, giving a probability of 0.5 for the
perfect detection of two distinct points. Time reversal could focus
simultaneously two or more points by summing the signals but the

same total energy would have to be divided by the number of points.
On the other hand, the decay time constant of the cavity of τ = 3 ms
made it possible to repeat the focusing process at a rate up to 300
Hz without increasing the background noise level. The two points
could thus be focused alternatively at a rate of 150 Hz each, with a
time reversal window of T = 2 ms. The same seven subjects partici-
pated. One hundred pairs of points were presented for five seconds.
The locations of extreme points were known to the participants and
they were free to explore the region in-between before answering
whether they felt two distinct stimuli. Likewise, they wore isolat-
ing headphone playing white noise during the whole duration of the
task.

4.2.2 Results

The probability to distinguish two stimuli was calculated for each
participants. Figure 9 shows the average and standard deviation
over participants, as a function of distance between focused points.
The discrimination threshold was found to dth = 10 mm.

dth

Figure 9: Probability of discrimination of two focused point as a func-
tion of their relative distance

4.2.3 Discussion

As could be expected, the discrimination probability increased with
the distance between points. The existence of a discrimination
threshold validates the localization capabilities of the device. The
notion that the peak amplitude was actually differentiated from
the background noise was reinforced by the finding that distance
threshold value of 10 mm which coincides with the spread of a fo-
cused point observed on fig. 4. The probability to discriminate the
location of two points does not reach one even for the most distant
points. This is likely due to the detection probability of a single
stimuli for Vpp = 51 V found in the first study to be bellow unity.
Thus the probability of not detecting one of points is not zero, no
matter how distant they are from each other.

5 CONCLUSION

A functional tactile display based on computational time-reversal
and using a glass surface and consumer-grade actuators was demon-
strated. It operated from simplified data acquisition and process-
ing. This simplified procedure appealed to the reciprocity principle
and to the ability of piezoelectric transducers to act as sensors or
as actuators, avoiding the need for mechanical calibration of the
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impulse responses. A second innovation was the use of single-
level electronics to drive the actuators, achieving enormous cost
and complexity reduction. Physical measurement combined with
a user study showed the produced stimuli were clearly detectable
and confined to a region of about 1 cm2 area, thus validating the ef-
fectiveness of the time reversal approach to display localised tactile
informations. Further research will aim at transposing these results
to the ultrasound frequency range to avoid sound production. The
influence of finger on the focusing quality will be also further in-
vestigated.
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